
Yorkshire Centre of Excellence 
U18 Assessment Day 

Players can self nominate onto the programme if they feel
they meet the self nomination guidance. Please complete

the nomination form before Sunday 25th July 2021.
https://forms.gle/RWmSnjJ6xedan9tP8 

Tuesday 10th August 2021
6pm - 8.30pm

@
Bishop Burton College

E: CoE@yorkshirerfu.co.uk

https://forms.gle/RWmSnjJ6xedan9tP8


Catch & Pass - competent on both hands, variety of passes & can beat opponent
with weight of pass or running technique.
 Contact - secure ball in contact with effective ball presentation, good body
height, leg drive and identify & execute offloads.
Tackling - tackles effectively, technically competent & can force turnover from
dominant tackle technique. 
Game Sense - Good decision maker & reads the game well, communicates
effectively to create positive impact in attack & defence and can make things
happen and influence others with positive play. 

Self Nomination Guidelines Form 

The Centre of Excellence Assessment Day is aimed at players who are regularly
demonstrating a range of skills to a good standard and is used as an opportunity to identify
players who have the potential to thrive in the next stage of the player pathway. There are
currently 11 Centre of Excellence programmes for the U18 girls across the country. 

The programme will be using a self nomination scheme to encourage players to self
analyse and reflect on their own rugby ability. Players can self nominate onto the
programme if they feel the following criteria is met:

Rate yourself 1-5 in the following areas:
(1 - Not yet at standard 2 - Standard is improving 3 - Good standard 4 - Strong,
competent & consistent area 5 - Excellent standard - persistently showing high
performance)

If a player feels they score 12 or above they meet the required standard to attend the
assessment day. Please complete the self nomination form attached. 
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